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Paper #4a
NATURAL ENVIRONMENT POLICIES
Natural Environment policies were reviewed in consideration of transportation facilities and infrastructure. The
following sections describe principle policy documents and relevant policies including the identification for
designated environmental areas including but not limited to provincially significant wetlands, areas of natural and
scientific interest (ANSI); and key natural heritage features, such as watercourses and valleylands. Environmental
programs and identification of environmental constraints and opportunities are provided in Paper #2a.

1.

The Livable Oakville Plan Policies

The policies of the Livable Oakville Plan reflect the goals and objectives of the town to preserve, enhance and
protect natural features within the town. The natural environment is a key component of the mission statement
and guiding principles in directing development and growth, including transportation. The following are some of
the relevant policies highlighting the natural environment and transportation facilities for consideration in
Switching Gears:
8.7 Future/New Road Alignments
8.7.3 In selecting locations for road and bridge crossings of major valleys and other natural features,
care shall be taken to minimize adverse effects on the natural landscape. Environmental impact analysis
will be required to identify means of minimizing the impact of such crossings on the natural environment.
8.10 Active Transportation
8.10.7 In new developments, sidewalks shall generally be required on both sides of all roads with the
exception of:
c) a road flanking a natural feature, where a sidewalk shall be provided on the developed side only,
subject to the availability of a trail facility on the other side of the road.
10.10 Stormwater Management
10.10.1 Stormwater management techniques shall be used in the design of new developments to
control both the quantity and quality of stormwater runoff. In areas where soil types permit, on-site
infiltration shall be encouraged to the maximum extent feasible.

10.10.5 The provision of stormwater drainage facilities shall be in accordance with master plans
established through subwatershed studies, where applicable, or the Town’s engineering standards.
16.1 General
16.1.1 Permitted Uses:
b) Where planning applications to establish or expand a permitted use are not subject to the
Environmental Assessment Act, an environmental impact statement (EIS) shall be required, to the
satisfaction of the Town, to establish that the use will not negatively impact the natural features or
ecological functions contained within the Natural Area designation.
16.1.2 Lands designated Natural Area may contain one or more of the following natural features together
with required buffers:
a) significant habitat of endangered species and threatened species;
b) wetlands;
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c) woodlands;
d) valleylands;
e) significant wildlife habitat;
f) Environmentally Sensitive Areas;
g) areas of natural and scientific interest;
h) fish habitat; or,
i) natural corridors.
16.1.3 Schedule B, Natural Features and Hazard Lands, indicates the general locations of the
known natural features which are located within the Natural Area designation. Schedule B may be
updated by an Official Plan amendment as additional features are identified.
16.1.12 Areas of Natural and Scientific Interest
a) Areas of Natural and Scientific Interest (ANSI) are defined as lands that contain natural landscapes or
features which have been identified as having values related to natural heritage protection, scientific
study, or education and contain representative earth science and/or natural processes.
16.1.14 Natural Corridors
Development proposed on lands abutting a natural corridor may be required, based on the significance
of the natural corridor and existing development, to submit an EIS to demonstrate that there will be no
negative impact on the natural corridor or its ecological function.
26.4 Greenbelt Plan Areas
26.4.1 The lands identified as Greenbelt areas on the accompanying schedules are subject to
the Greenbelt Plan. Many of the lands that contain the Greenbelt overlay are designated Natural Area or
Parkway Belt West and contain natural features. While this Plan’s policies are applicable, where there is
a conflict between this Plan and the Greenbelt Plan policies, the Greenbelt Plan policies shall prevail.
The Livable Oakville Plan includes a map of natural features and hazard lands mainly focused in the valleylands
and watercourses, including Sixteen Mile Creek, Bronte Creek, as shown in Figure 1. There are few locations of
environmentally significant land in the areas south of Dundas Street as the lands are heavily developed.
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2.

North Oakville East and North Oakville West Secondary Plans

In North Oakville (north of Dundas Street) across both North Oakville East and North Oakville West Secondary
Plan Areas, the town identified the Natural Heritage System (NHS), a natural environment corridor that stretches
east-west covering a total of 900 hectares and comprises a number of terrestrial features, including woodlots, open
fields and aquatic systems (watercourses, valleys). The NHS was defined within the North Oakville Subwatershed
Study, and then implemented in the North Oakville East and North Oakville West Secondary Plan and
Implementation documents. The policies of the secondary plans reflect a commitment to establishing, protecting
and preserving a natural heritage and open space system in North Oakville while managing development growth
in a responsible manner.
In both the North Oakville East Secondary Plan, under Section 7.4.7.3, and North Oakville West Secondary Plan,
under Section 8.4.7.3, specific policies are identified with respect to transportation facilities and the natural
environment to minimize natural environment impacts. Additional considerations include locating roadways and
utilities outside of natural features or confined to the fullest extent possible, providing for safe movement of
wildlife as per the North Oakville Creeks Subwatershed Study and avoiding the imposition of structures in the
High Constraint Stream Corridor Area to the fullest extent possible.
Figure 1: Natural Features & Hazard Lands as identified in the Livable Oakville Plan

Source: The Livable Oakville Plan, 2009
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2.1.

North Oakville East Secondary Plan

The North Oakville East Secondary Plan Area is comprised of lands bounded by Highway 407 and the town
boundary to the north, Dundas Street to the south, to the centre line of Sixteen Mile Creek, and the west limit of
Lot 25, Concession 1, N.D.S. It is noted that the North Oakville East Secondary Plan Area will include highdensity urban development in the Trafalgar Urban Core Area, Dundas Urban Core Area and Neyagawa Urban
Core Area. Within this Secondary Plan, the North Oakville East Natural Heritage and Open Space System
represents part of a larger natural environmental system that is a defining feature of the area. The natural heritage
system designations and components include Core Preserve Areas, Linkage, Linkage Preserve Areas, High
Constraint Stream Corridor Areas, Medium Constraint Stream Corridors and other hydrological features; these are
shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2: North Oakville East Natural Heritage Component

Source: North Oakville East Secondary Plan, 2008

Policies under Section 7.4 Sustainable Development Strategy, Section 7.5 Community Design Strategy, Section
7.6 Land Use Strategy and Section 7.7 Community Services Strategy provide further guidance on the
development of transportation facilities and infrastructure that complements the natural environment.
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The following are some of the relevant policies from North Oakville East highlighting the relationship between
the natural environment and transportation facilities for consideration in Switching Gears:
7.4 SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
7.4.3 AIR/ENERGY EFFICIENCY
The Town recognizes that air quality in North Oakville East will be significantly influenced by air
pollutant emissions from outside the area. However, the Town will work to improve air quality and
energy efficiency in North Oakville East:
a) by directing through the Secondary Plan policies, and their implementation, through the evaluation of
development applications, and through the initiation of municipal programs and works, consideration
of the following land use and transportation strategies to minimize the amount of vehicular travel and
emissions:
i) Concentrate activity centres such as places of worship, recreation centres and schools;
ii) Encourage mixed-use development;
iii) Encourage increased density near transit stops/stations and along transitroutes
commensurate with the type and frequency of transit service planned for that area and/or
corridor;
iv) Provide pedestrian and bicycle facilities;
v) Ensure an interconnected street network;
vi) Develop a strategy for the provision of public parking facilities at key locations; and,
vii) Provide convenient and efficient transit service.
7.4.7

NATURAL HERITAGE COMPONENT OF THE NATURAL HERITAGE AND OPEN SPACE
SYSTEM
7.4.7.3 Permitted Uses, Buildings and Structures
c) The potential permitted uses include:
ii) Roads and related utilities which shall:
• use non-standard cross sections designed to minimize any impacts on the natural
environment;
• only be permitted to cross the designation in the general area of the road designations shown
on Figures NOE2 and NOE4 or as defined through an Environmental Assessment; and,
• be designed to minimize grading in accordance with the directions established in the North
Oakville Creeks Subwatershed Study.
Provided that such corridors shall:
• be required as transit routes or utility corridors;
• be located outside natural features to the maximum extent possible, and where the applicable
designation is narrowest and along the edges of applicable designations, wherever possible;
• provide for the safe movement of species in accordance with the directions established in the
North Oakville Creeks Subwatershed Study in the design and construction of any road or
utility;
• be kept to the minimum width possible; and,
•
be designed to keep any related structures or parts of structures outside the High Constraint
Stream Corridor Area designated on Figure NOE3 to the maximum extent possible or as
defined through an Environmental Assessment.
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2.2.

North Oakville West Secondary Plan

The North Oakville West Secondary Plan Area is comprised of lands bounded by north of Dundas Street, to the
east of Sixteen Mile Creek and the west limit of Lot 25, Concession 1, N.D.S. Within this Secondary Plan, the
North Oakville West Natural Heritage and Open Space System represents part of a larger natural environmental
system that is a defining feature of the area. Similar to the North Oakville East Secondary Plan, the natural
heritage system designations and components include Core Preserve Areas, Linkage, Glenorchy Conservation
Area, Linkage Preserve Areas, High Constraint Stream Corridor Areas, Medium Constraint Stream Corridors and
other hydrological features; these are shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3: North Oakville West Natural Heritage Component

Source: North Oakville West Secondary Plan, 2009

Policies under Section 8.4 Sustainable Development Strategy, Section 8.5 Community Design Strategy, 8.6 Land
Use Strategy and 8.7 Community Services Strategy provide further guidance on the development of transportation
facilities and infrastructure that complements the natural environment.
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The following are some of the relevant policies from the North Oakville West Secondary Plan highlighting the
relationship between the natural environment and transportation facilities for consideration in Switching Gears:
8.4 SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
8.4.3 AIR/ENERGY EFFICIENCY
The Town recognizes that air quality in North Oakville West, together with North Oakville East, will be
significantly influenced by air pollutant emissions from outside the area. However, the Town will work to
improve air quality and energy efficiency in North Oakville West:
a) by directing through the Secondary Plan policies, and their implementation, through the evaluation of
development applications, and through the initiation of municipal programs and works, consideration
of the following land use and transportation strategies to minimize the amount of vehicular travel and
emissions:
i) Concentrate activity centres such as commercial facilities, places of worship, recreation
centres and schools;
ii) Encourage increased density near transit stops/stations and along transit routes
commensurate with the type and frequency of transit service planned for that area and/or
corridor;
iii) Provide pedestrian and bicycle facilities;
iv) Ensure an interconnected street network;
v) Develop a strategy for the provision of public parking facilities at key locations; and,
vi) Provide convenient and efficient transit service.
8.4.7

NATURAL HERITAGE COMPONENT OF THE NATURAL HERITAGE AND OPEN SPACE
SYSTEM
8.4.7.3 Permitted Uses, Buildings and Structures
c) The potential permitted uses include:
ii) Roads and related utilities which shall:
• use non-standard cross sections designed to minimize any impacts on the natural
environment;
• only be permitted to cross the designation in the general area of the road designations shown
on Figures NOW2 and NOW4 or as defined through an Environmental Assessment; and,
• be designed to minimize grading in accordance with the directions established in the North
Oakville Creeks Subwatershed Study.
Provided that such corridors shall:
• be required as transit routes or utility corridors;
• be located outside natural features to the maximum extent possible, and where the applicable
designation is narrowest and along the edges of applicable designations, wherever possible;
• provide for the safe movement of species in accordance with the directions established in the
North Oakville Creeks Subwatershed Study in the design and construction of any road or
utility;
• be kept to the minimum width possible; and,
• be designed to keep any related structures or parts of structures outside the High Constraint
Stream Corridor Area designated on Figure NOW3 to the maximum extent possible or as
defined through an Environmental Assessment.
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3.

Recommendations for Natural Environment Policies in Oakville

The Town of Oakville growth will require additional transportation infrastructure and service. A portion
of the town’s growth will be directed to designated growth areas that have been developed with more
limited natural heritage features. Much of the remaining growth will occur within the greenfields of
North Oakville where designated Natural Heritage Areas have been established. The overall
development strategy has had regard for the key natural heritage features, through the designation of
lands and the focus of some growth in intensifying previously developed lands.
However, the development of the town’s future transportation infrastructure should still have explicit
consideration of the Natural Heritage Policies. The subsequent environmental assessment planning
process for specific facilities and corridors and the related design decisions should incorporate these
policies into the evaluation and mitigation processes.
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APPENDIX 4-B
Paper #4b Community Building Policies

Paper #4b
COMMUNITY BUILDING POLICIES
1.

Community Building

Community building refers to the identification, strengthening and linking of resources in the town, including
people, services and infrastructure. On the basis of existing policies, standards and strategic directives, there is an
emphasis on the development of accessible, livable neighbourhoods with a sense of place and that are served by a
balanced transportation system.
The following sections describe various land use policies for preserving existing communities and managing
future growth in a responsible manner and meeting the goals and objectives of the town.

2.

Community Building Objectives

2.1.

Provincial Policy

The urban structure of municipalities in the Greater Golden Horseshoe must reflect the provincial planning
framework established under Places to Grow (2006), which establishes where and how municipalities like
Oakville will grow. Key components of the provincial strategy include balancing growth between built-up areas
and greenfields (through intensification requirements), and directing growth to support the provision of transit.
With regard to the latter, Places to Grow calls for transit-supportive development to be achieved by building at
minimum densities in greenfields (50 people and jobs per hectare) and by directing growth to urban growth
centres and along intensification corridors. The goal is to achieve sufficient densities to support a hierarchy of
public transit service, as outlined in the Metrolinx Regional Transportation Plan (2009) for the Greater Toronto
and Hamilton Area (GTHA) (The Big Move), and local planning documents.
2.2.

Town of Oakville Strategy to Meet Provincial Direction

Within the scope of Places to Grow, Midtown Oakville is identified as an urban growth centre to accommodate
targeted population and employment growth in Oakville. The designation of an urban growth centre by the
province aims to establish communities that are higher density with mixed-use development and are easily
accessible by public transit while decreasing automobile dependency.
Overall, the efforts of the town through the Livable Oakville Plan and related policies conform and build upon the
provincial policy direction provided by the Provincial Policy Statement (2005) in recognizing the linkages
between environmental, economic and social factors in land use planning. Examples of policies include
requirements for sufficient land to be made available for intensification and development, including designated
growth areas; accommodation of a range and mix of housing and employment opportunities; coordination with
upper-tier municipalities on the identification of nodes and corridors; protection of natural features; and
connectivity within and among transportation systems.
In planning for future development needs and preserving established community neighbourhoods, the town has
identified a hierarchy of primary and secondary growth areas. Primary growth areas include Midtown Oakville,
the Uptown Core, and Palermo Village, which are intended to redevelop as “mixed-use centres with transitsupportive development” at the highest densities and levels of intensification (Section 4.1, the Livable Oakville
Plan). Secondary locations for intensification include Kerr Village, Bronte Village and Downtown Oakville,
Technical paper by Cole Engineering and Planning Partnership

which will develop as “mixed-use centres with viable main streets” (Section 4.1, the Livable Oakville Plan).
Policies for growth areas are found in Part E of the Livable Oakville Plan, in Sections 20 to 25.
2.3.

Primary Growth Areas

2.3.1. Midtown Oakville
The Midtown Oakville growth area is the town’s most significant centre for intensification. It is a designated
“urban growth centre” under Places to Grow and has been identified as an “anchor mobility hub” under The Big
Move. The area is centred on the GO/VIA rail station in close proximity to the Trafalgar Road/QEW interchange,
and as such is a major gateway to the town. Although much of the area is currently underutilized, it is envisioned
to redevelop as a transit-oriented hub, with new transit connections and development that achieves a minimum
gross density of 200 people and jobs per hectare by 2031.
Midtown Oakville has been comprehensively studied and planned to develop as five distinct districts as shown in
the land use plan for Midtown Oakville (Figure 1). The Station District will be centred on the GO station and will
be defined by major transit facilities. To the north of the station, Trafalgar District will be a landmark for the
town, with office, civic, cultural and recreational uses, a public plaza and event centre. To the west, the Lyons
District will transform from strip malls and large format retail to a compact, mixed-use community that includes
high rise residential buildings along Sixteen Mile Creek and a new main street along Cross Avenue. On the east
side of the growth area, the Chartwell District will develop as a business campus, while south of the rail corridor,
the Cornwall District will accommodate a mixture of uses that are compatible with existing adjacent residential
neighbourhoods. By 2031, Midtown Oakville will accommodate 5,600 new residential units and nearly 4 million
square feet of office, commercial, retail, institutional and recreational development (Draft Midtown Business &
Development Plan, Town of Oakville, 2008). Figure 2 illustrates a development concept for Midtown.
Figure 1.- Midtown Oakville Land Use Plan

Source: Schedule L1, The Livable Oakville Plan, 2009
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Figure 2 - Midtown Oakville 2031 Development Concept

Source: Figure 64, Draft Midtown Business & Development Plan, Town of Oakville, 2008

2.3.2. Uptown Core
The Uptown Core growth area is located at the intersection of two of the town’s major transportation corridors –
Dundas Street and Trafalgar Road, both of which are planned to include future bus rapid transit (BRT). The
Uptown Core sits directly on the Dundas Street boundary with the North Oakville Trafalgar Urban Core, and
there is need to ensure the planning for both is harmonized and not in isolation of each other.
The site is currently characterized by low-density retail uses and a transit terminal, which is expected to expand
over time. In support of enhanced transit service, the area is expected to evolve into a mixed-use destination with
transit-supportive densities and a pedestrian-oriented built form.
To concentrate densities near the transit terminal and provide a transition in height down towards the existing
residential neighbourhood, the area has been planned to include five distinct districts. The Centre, Main Street and
Urban Main Street districts will redevelop with higher density residential, retail, commercial and office-uses
(concentrating active uses on the ground floor of buildings), while the Neighbourhood and Park districts are
expected to remain stable. In total the growth area is projected to accommodate 7,623 new residential units and
approximately 150,000 m2 of office, retail and commercial space.
Figure 3 shows the land use plan for the Uptown Core. Figure 4 illustrates a development concept for the
Uptown Core.
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Figure 3 - Uptown Core Land Use Plan

Source: Schedule M1, The Livable Oakville Plan, 2009

Figure 4 - Uptown Core Development Concept

Source: Figure 53, Uptown Core Review, Town of Oakville, 2009
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2.3.3. Palermo Village
Palermo Village is located along the future Dundas Street transit corridor, about one kilometre south of the future
Highway 407 BRT. Palermo Village sits directly on the Dundas Street boundary with the designated special study
area and employment lands for the North Oakville West Secondary Plan, and the need to ensure the planning for
both Palermo Village and North Oakville is harmonized and not in isolation of each other. Palermo Village is
intended to redevelop as a mixed-use and transit-supportive community – the Livable Oakville Plan includes
policies for a future transit terminal to be located in this area. Compared to Midtown Oakville and the Uptown
Core, however, Palermo is expected to develop as a primarily residential neighbourhood, that transitions from the
greatest height and density along Dundas Street and Old Bronte Road (the functional “main street”) down to
medium and low density residential uses adjacent to existing neighbourhoods. Including existing population and
employment, the future growth target for this area is 5,200 residents and 3,800 jobs. Figure 5 illustrates the land
use plan for Palermo Village.
Figure 5 - Palermo Village Land Use Plan

Source: Schedule N, The Livable Oakville Plan, 2009
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2.4.

Secondary Growth Areas

2.4.1. Downtown Oakville
Downtown Oakville is the town’s historic business and commercial area, located adjacent to the Oakville
Harbour. It is a thriving commercial and recreational destination for visitors and residents alike, and is not
intended to accommodate a significant amount of intensification. In fact, this growth area is projected to
accommodate only 80 new residential units, and no new jobs. Within this largely stable environment, any new
development will be compatible with the existing mixture of uses that contribute to the area’s unique heritage
character and sense of place. The Downtown land use plan is shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6 - Downtown Oakville Land Use Plan

Source: Schedule Q, The Livable Oakville Plan, 2009

The town has undertaken the Downtown Oakville Strategic Review following the completion of the Livable
Oakville Plan. The completed Downtown Oakville Strategy Action Plan will guide change in the downtown by
building upon previous plans and the strength of the area’s existing features. The plan addresses critical factors
including cultural heritage, urban design and streetscape, public facilities, economics, transportation and
sustainability.
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2.4.2. Kerr Village
Located just to the west of Downtown Oakville, and within
a short distance to the Oakville GO Station, Kerr Village is
well-served by existing Oakville Transit service. Kerr
Village will include three distinct districts that provide a
connection to Downtown, a transition to existing residential
neighbourhoods and a buffer to existing employment uses.
Through intensification, Upper Kerr Village will
accommodate transit supportive densities. There are three
buildings approved already, including two high-density
mixed-use developments. The Kerr Village Main Street
district will be characterized by medium density residential
buildings with office and commercial uses at grade. Lower
Kerr Village will continue to serve as an extension of the
Central Business District from Downtown. This growth
area is projected to accommodate 5,000 residents and 1,500
jobs, including 1,200 new residential units (and a potential
900 more, pending transit improvements).

Figure 7 - Kerr Village Land Use Plan

Source: Schedule O, The Livable Oakville Plan, 2009
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2.4.3. Bronte Village
Bronte Village is a historical area located where Bronte Creek meets Lake Ontario. The growth area will continue
to provide a thriving commercial area and tourist/recreation destination anchored by the waterfront and harbour,
with a variety of housing options. Intensification will be focused in the Bronte Village Main Street District (along
Lakeshore Road West), while the remainder of the area will by and large remain stable. Intensification within the
Main Street will reflect existing commercial uses and character. In total, the growth area will accommodate 4,500
residents and 26,700 m2 commercial space, including 950 new residential units and 2,000 m2 of new commercial
space. The Bronte Village land use plan is shown in Figure 8.
Figure 8 -. Bronte Village Land Use Plan

Source: Schedule P, The Livable Oakville Plan, 2009

2.5.

North Oakville

Although not identified as a growth area in the Livable Oakville Plan, North Oakville will accommodate the vast
majority of the town’s growth, including 55,000 new residents and 35,000 new jobs. North Oakville East will
accommodate much of the residential development, which will range from low and medium density development
throughout “neighbourhood areas” to higher densities within the “urban core areas”, along Trafalgar Road and the
north side of Dundas Street. Although the neighbourhoods will primarily include residential uses, a mixture of
uses is permitted, particularly at “neighbourhood centres”. A few additional neighbourhood areas are located
within North Oakville West, which is characterized more so by open spaces and employment uses. Throughout
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North Oakville, employment uses are generally located adjacent to Highway 407 and the north side of Dundas
Street (in the western portion).
Planned explicitly as a pedestrian-friendly development, the introduction to the vision for the secondary plan
states that “North Oakville’s development as an urban community shall reflect Oakville’s distinct historical roots
and small-town heritage and Trafalgar Township’s village rural heritage, with nodal development, prestige
industry, and green linkages continuing to define Oakville’s unique landscape.” North Oakville is intended to
have network of pedestrian and cycling facilities to encourage non-auto use. The pedestrian-oriented design of the
community is based on the principles of new urbanism and will include development that is “Transit First” to
encourage public transit use in the early phases of community development, as reflected in the policies by the
town.
Figure 9 - North Oakville Land Use Plan

Source: North Oakville Secondary Plan, Town of Oakville
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3.

Growth Objectives and Sustainability

3.1.

Environmental Sustainability

The town is actively involved in the consideration of the environment when reviewing new development growth
through the Livable Oakville Plan policies, zoning by-laws, community design guidelines and development
review processes. Community building objectives, such as those in North Oakville and the other growth areas,
aim to decrease automobile dependency while promoting alternative travel modes to increase sustainability and
reduce impacts to air quality. Environmental resources, including green space and natural heritage features are
preserved, protected and enhanced whenever possible in the decision-making process.
By adopting a strategy of community development that induces a change in behaviour by residents towards the
environment, increased efficiencies can be gained by energy savings, decreased consumption of resources and
healthier communities. Compact growth is proposed for future developments that would support both residential
and employment land uses, and will be achieved through planning for higher density, transit-supportive and
walkable neighbourhoods, as designated by the town.
3.2.

Economic and Financial Sustainability

Community well-being is linked to economic development and socio-economic conditions that attract businesses.
The increase in residential and employment opportunities serve as a driving force in the economic and financial
sustainability of the town. By focusing on a development strategy that promotes transit, cycling and walking
while decreasing automobile use, the need for costly infrastructure expansion over the longer-term is reduced.
3.3.

Community and Cultural Sustainability

Community building will be managed to preserve established residential neighbourhood communities while
directing mixed-used, higher density growth to designated growth areas as identified in the Livable Oakville Plan.
Established residential communities in Oakville, particularly older neighbourhoods in Bronte, Old Oakville and
Eastlake have a number of built heritage features, including buildings, street patterns and historical character. In
focusing growth to areas that can accommodate infill and intensification to satisfy residential and employment
targets; and increasing efforts to increase public transit, cycling and walking through infrastructure improvements
the characteristics of the established communities can be protected.
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4.

Recommendations for Community Building

The Town of Oakville is expected to grow by 72,000 people and 37,000 jobs in the next twenty years. More than
half of this growth will occur within the greenfields of North Oakville and adjacent to several planned transit
corridors, but not necessarily at transit supportive densities. The remainder of the town’s growth will be directed
to designated growth areas, primarily Midtown Oakville, the Uptown Core and Palermo Village, which are
located at key intersections along transit corridors and are planned to develop as higher density, mixed-use and
transit-supportive communities with distinct characters. With the exception of Downtown Oakville, which is not
intended to accommodate very much growth, the secondary growth areas are projected to accommodate moderate
growth in support of “main street” development and lower order transit service. The remaining areas of the town
include large areas of existing low density residential communities that are intended to remain stable – as are the
existing employment areas. Unlike other municipalities in the provincial Growth Plan, Oakville does not foresee
intensification along transit corridors that run through existing neighbourhoods, rather density will be focused at
the Midtown node.
Given the above described growth strategy, the town, through its planning policies and strategic directions places
an emphasis on key elements, particularly that the growth areas will include:
• Higher density, mixed-use development, where designated.
• Management of infill and intensification of urban growth.
• Preserving, protecting and enhancing the existing character and structure of existing residential
neighbourhoods.
• Establish measures for managing traffic from the growth areas and migration of traffic to adjacent
neighborhoods.
• Providing for residential and employment opportunities.
• Transit-oriented development.
• Walkable neighbourhoods.
• A complete streets approach in planning and design of new and retrofitted roadways.
• Traffic calming of established corridors.
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APPENDIX 4-C
Paper #4c Asset Management and Funding

Paper #4c
Asset Management and Funding
1.

Asset Management

The Town of Oakville transportation network and related infrastructure constitutes one of the largest community
assets. The town must maintain, operate, improve, replace and preserve this asset while, at the same time,
carefully managing the scarce financial and human resources needed to achieve these objectives.
Asset management, as applied to the transportation network, represents a systematic process of maintaining,
upgrading and operating assets, combining engineering principles with sound business practice and economic
rationale, and providing tools to facilitate a more organized and flexible approach to making the decisions
necessary to achieve the public’s expectations.
The Town of Oakville is responsible for the management of its own set of transportation-related assets including:
• Road pavement and drainage systems.
• Bridges and culverts.
• Traffic control devices (e.g. pavement markings and signs, illumination and traffic control signals).
• Traffic calming measures.
• Transit facilities (e.g. bus shelters).
• Active transportation facilities (e.g. sidewalks and multi-use trails).
The Town of Oakville has a responsibility to its residents to manage the maintenance and rehabilitation of these
assets in a manner that is cost effective over time, environmentally responsible and maintains public safety.

2.

Maintenance Practices

2.1.

Road Infrastructure Rehabilitation

The Town of Oakville maintains a network of approximately 1,824 lane-kms of assumed and 69 lane-kms of
unassumed roads (2010). The town manages this infrastructure with a pavement management application to
evaluate, analyze, prioritize and develop annual road resurfacing programs. It uses field-measured data including:
structural adequacy, surface distresses, ride quality, traffic and pavement structure to model both existing road
conditions and predicted pavement deterioration.
Each road section is assessed through a Pavement Quality Index (PQI) rating, which includes ride comfort,
surface distress and structural adequacy of the pavement, on a scale of 1 to 100, to form the basis for determining
when road sections are candidates for rehabilitation and/or resurfacing. The town aims for PQI ratings of 65 out of
100 for arterial and collector roadways, and 50 out of 100 for local roadways. Roads that decline below these
ratings tend to typically require more extensive rehabilitation to return the roadway to an acceptable level, such as
complete asphalt removal and replacement, or complete reconstruction. In terms of adequacy and conditions of
roads, 68% of paved lane-km of roads are rated as being good to very good (assumed roads only) with a PQI of
75 or higher.
The Town of Oakville has an annual road resurfacing program to continually rehabilitate and maintain it’s asphalt
roadway network. The funding for the program that is included in the capital forecast incrementally increases
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annually and ranges from $4,750,000 (2012) to $11,500,000 (2021). It is anticipated that through this program the
percentage of deficient road sections will be reduced to zero in approximately 15 years.
This strategy helps to avoid the more significant costs associated with the full road reconstruction alternative
when roads deteriorate beyond applying a suitable rehabilitation approach. It is common that the road life-cycle
includes three to four road resurfacings of local or collector roads before reconstruction is necessary, if
implemented prior to deterioration below a PQI of 65. This may allow for a roadbed life of up to 60-80 years.
Figure 1 illustrates the life-cycle management of a typical collector or local road with flexible pavement.
Figure 1: Pavement Life-Cycle
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Source: City of Toronto Pavement Structural Design Guideline Summary

The current pavement management methodology provides for adequate maintenance of the system and meets the
town’s due diligence requirements.
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2.2.

Active Transportation Facilities Maintenance

The existing sidewalk inventory includes 868 km of sidewalk on assumed roads (2010). The town adds additional
sidewalk infrastructure to its network annually through capital works and through the assumption of sidewalks on
new roads within the development of new subdivisions.
The town has a limited process for identifying sidewalk deficiencies or maintenance needs. Sidewalk repairs are
undertaken in response to minimum maintenance inspections, issues raised by the public or in conjunction with
scheduled capital road projects.
The town does not have a formal process for identifying deficiencies or maintenance needs for multi-use trails,
other than undertaking repairs in response to issues raised by the public or in conjunction with scheduled capital
road projects. However, the town is currently developing a more formal process for identifying deficiencies with
its multi-use trail network.
Given the increased focus on active transportation as part of the transportation strategy, it would be prudent to
introduce a more robust database for sidewalk and multi-use trail condition inventory and condition rating. This
initiative could be added to the road inventory program and address issues of surface uniformity accessibility and
walkability/rideability.
2.3.

Transit Facilities Maintenance

The Town of Oakville is served by transit through Oakville Transit providing local, para-transit (care-A-van), and
special (School Specials/Senior Specials) services within the town, GO Transit providing inter-regional
commuter-based rail and bus transit service connecting throughout the Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area
(GTHA), and VIA Rail providing an inter-city rail service that connects major cities and destinations across
Canada.
These various transit services depend on facilities such as administration, operations, maintenance and storage
areas, as well as passenger amenities such as bus shelters, benches, vending machines, lighting, waste receptacles,
passenger information signs, power pedestals, bus bays, kiss-and-ride areas and park-and-ride areas, at several
locations throughout the town for day-to-day operations.
The town has a maintenance agreement for all bus shelters, for general maintenance as well as repairs and
replacement in the case of vandalism. Repairs are typically performed in response to issues raised by the public or
in conjunction with scheduled projects. There is no formal program at this time for walkway or landing pad
repairs. However, the town is continuously identifying deficiencies with its transit network to improve operations
and contribute to increasing ridership.
2.4.

Bridge and Culvert Structure Maintenance

As part of its road network, the town manages 44 bridge structures and 70 major culverts, for a total of 114
structures greater than 3 metres in length. In keeping with province of Ontario requirements for structure
maintenance, the town inspects the bridge and culvert structures every two years in accordance with the Ontario
Structure Inspection Manual.
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The bridge and culvert database classifies structures as excellent, good, fair and poor. The most recent bi-annual
inspection indicated that 21 of the 44 bridges were considered to be in poor condition and 17 of the 70 culverts
were considered to be in poor condition. Additionally, the data confirms that 76 of the 114 structures (67%) were
found to be in excellent or good condition.
The bridge and culvert rehabilitation capital needs over the next ten years are summarized below:
• Minor Bridge Rehabilitation ($1.5 million).
• Major Bridge Rehabilitation ($4.9 million).
• Bridge Replacement ($1.4 million).
• Minor Culvert Rehabilitation ($1.1 million).
• Major Culver Rehabilitation ($0.2 million).
• Culvert Replacement ($1.2 million).
The overall value of bridge and culvert structures, measured in terms of replacement value, is estimated at $182
million.

3.

Growth Objectives and Sustainability

3.1.

Environmental Sustainability

The Environmental Sustainability Policy (EN-GEN-001) was approved by town Council in April 2009 and it
states that:
The Corporation of the Town of Oakville shall promote environmental initiatives advancing
Oakville as a sustainable community.
As such, the town has developed procedures to advance environmental sustainability initiatives encompassing the
core elements of living within the limits, understanding the interconnections among environment, culture, society
and economy, and equitable distribution of resources and opportunities. The Sustainable Design Guidelines and
Sustainable Purchasing Policy provide direction to town departments and staff to assist in attaining the town’s
goals. Design decisions will consider, among other issues:
• Life-cycle costing: Involves taking the entire life-cycle of a product into consideration before purchasing. The
life-cycle of a product includes all stages of a product’s development including extraction of fuel for energy
used in production, marketing, transportation, maintenance, use and disposal.
• Reusable materials: Preference for renewable or recycled materials.
Compact development, together with investment that encourages alternative modes of travel and reduces
automobile use, would be consistent with the environmental sustainability objectives.
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3.2.

Economic and Financial Sustainability

The magnitude of road rehabilitation needs is a function of the age of the roadway and pavement and factors
contributing to pavement deterioration (pavement structure design, volume of traffic, percentage of heavy
vehicles and drainage conditions).
The percentage of deficient roads will have reached about 17% by 2012 because of the significant backlog of
roads below the desirable PQI. If no investment in preventative maintenance is provided over the next 10 year
period, close to half of the town road infrastructure would fall below a desirable PQI. This would result in poor
service levels and financial inefficiencies associated with the costs of unanticipated major reconstruction rather
than resurfacing.
The town policy has been to proactively invest in preventative maintenance. Planned program funding continues
to rise for the next 10 years. The percentage of roads below the desirable PQI will start to decline around 2016,
reach about 8% in 2019, with a target of 0% in 2025. The budget network performance graph (Figure 2) presents
the planned investment budget scenario for road rehabilitation.
Figure 2: Budget Network Performance
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Adjacent municipalities that have maintained zero percent tax increases through growth periods are now faced
with the costs of aging infrastructure and required increases to the tax base necessary to fund rehabilitation.
Alternatives, such as more efficient use of all existing infrastructure, that minimize ultimate rehabilitation burden
would be consistent with the town’s efforts toward financial sustainability. The introduction of new major
infrastructure, such as new bridge structures should be done with consideration to life-cycle costs and overall
benefit-cost.
3.3.

Community and Cultural Sustainability

The objective of the Town of Oakville to be one of the most sustainable communities requires that services such
as transportation infrastructure be maintained in good condition, both operationally and aesthetically. This
includes the maintenance of bridges, roadways, transit and active transportation facilities to acceptable levels.
Furthermore, the methodology of maintaining infrastructure will need to be undertaken in a manner that respects
and protects neighbourhoods and the cultural assets of the community including historical landscapes and bridge
structures. Projects should have regard for cultural heritage resource policies. Specifically, the following policies
provide guidance:1
8.3 a) For the purpose of this Plan, Cultural Heritage Resources shall include but are not limited to
tangible and intangible elements which are of historical, associative, design, physical or contextual
value to the community, province or nation such as:
i. Built heritage resources such as buildings, structures, groups of buildings, monuments, fences
and bridges;
8.4 c) Council shall encourage the preservation and continued use of heritage resources identified on the
Register and their integration into new development proposals through the approval process and
other appropriate mechanisms (i.e. Letter of Credit, Heritage Easement Agreement).
8.10 a) The Town shall conserve its cultural heritage landscapes.
8.13 a) The Town shall develop a set of criteria for determining trees of cultural heritage value or interest
(e.g. association with historical site, event, cultural heritage landscape feature, etc.)
There is a need to maintain the transportation infrastructure in a proactive manner to meet the sustainability
objectives of the town. Furthermore, the infrastructure solutions focused on designated growth areas would lessen
the likelihood of impacts to community environment in established neighbourhoods and cultural features in
historic areas.

1

Livable Oakville – Policy Discussion Paper: Cultural Heritage Resources (2009)
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4.

Recommendations for Asset Management Sustainability

The Town of Oakville is expected to grow by approximately 72,000 people and 37,000 jobs in the next twenty
years. The investment plans are to provide infrastructure in a manner that manages the long-term life cycle costs
to the town, impacts to the cultural heritage and impacts to natural heritage. The following objectives are
considered for the development of the transportation master plan in a sustainable manner:
• Introduce a sidewalk and active transportation condition inventory and condition rating as part of the road
inventory program and address issues of surface uniformity, accessibility, walkability and ride-ability.
• Promote compact development, together with investment that encourages alternative modes of travel and
reduces automobile use.
• Utilize all existing infrastructure, such as traffic control measures and increase non-auto use efficiently.
• Manage the need of new major infrastructure, such as new bridge structures, and implement in recognition of
life-cycle costs and overall benefit-cost.
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APPENDIX 4-D
Paper #4d Transportation Level of Service

Paper #4d
TRANSPORTATION LEVEL-OF-SERVICE
1.

Role of Transportation Level-of-Service in Policy

Level-of-service is a measure describing operational conditions of an element of the transportation system
(intersection, road link, transit route etc.), and the perceived condition by the users.
A common method of representing level-of-service has traditionally been a qualitative grading system indicated
by a letter corresponding to six levels of service. The letter designations are from “A” to “F”, with A representing
the best operating conditions and F the worst. These levels are measured by quantifiable parameters that describe
operating quality, such as travel delay, average speed, reserve capacity, freedom to manoeuvre, density of vehicles
(or pedestrians), and safety.
A second common method of representing level-of-service of a facility is the actual quantitative operational
measures themselves, such as: the amount of reserve capacity for vehicular traffic, frequency of vehicles for
transit, or person density for pedestrians.
Level-of-service, whether it is for traffic, transit or other modes of travel, is a key consideration in growth
management. It provides a threshold which assists in assessing the implications of future growth and identifying
the need and timing of new infrastructure.
Traffic analysis is undertaken for both Operational Analysis assessing the impacts of individual or multiple
developments (generally short to medium term) and Planning Analysis of town-wide or district-wide growth
plans (generally medium to long term).
1.1

Traffic Level-of-Service

Vehicle traffic is quantitatively measured as a ratio of projected volume to operational capacity (v/c ratio) or
based on travel speed and delay. For vehicle traffic, capacity is defined as the maximum number of vehicles that
can pass a given point during a specific time period (typically one hour); observed or projected volume is then
compared to this capacity measure.
Traffic level-of-service is typically measured during peak hours reflecting the experience of commuters and
assesses conditions during the highest demands during the day. In an urban area the peak is the a.m. or p.m. “rush
hour”. The traditional “rush hour” within the Greater Toronto Area is a two to three hour peak period.
A v/c ratio approaching or greater than 1.0 is an indication of high congestion and actual or potential breakdown
of operations. When forecasting future conditions, a v/c ratio greater than 1.0 indicates that projected demand will
exceed capacity, resulting in very long delays, vehicle queues that continually increase in length (during the peak
period), traffic redistribution, and the potential for traffic infiltration onto adjacent streets.
Operational Analysis tends to focus on level-of-service for signalized and unsignalized intersections, which is
typical of transportation impact studies for land development applications. Acceptable thresholds are based on a
volume-to-capacity ratio that reflects reserve capacity, a value below 1.0 to provide for desirable operating
conditions and sufficient reserve capacity for events and incidents.

Technical study led by Cole Engineering Group Ltd.

Level-of-service at intersections is measured based on average vehicle delay at each intersection. At signalized
intersections, the level-of-service is represented by a letter designation for delay less than 10 seconds (LOS A) to
delay greater than 80 seconds (LOS F) as shown in Table 1. At unsignalized intersections, the level-of-service
thresholds range from a delay of less than 10 seconds (LOS A) to a delay greater than 50 seconds (LOS F) also
shown in Table 1.
Table 1: LOS Criteria for Signalized and Unsignalized Intersections
Signalized Intersections
Unsignalized Intersections
LOS
Control Delay per Vehicle
LOS
Control Delay per
(s/veh)
Vehicle (s/veh)
A
≤ 10
A
≤ 10
B
> 10 – 20
B
> 10 – 15
C
> 20 – 35
C
> 15 – 25
D
> 35 – 55
D
> 25 – 35
E
> 55 – 80
E
> 35 – 50
F
> 80
F
> 50
Source: Highway Capacity Manual, Exhibits 16-2 and 17-2

Planning Analysis typically focuses more on link capacity and/or screenline capacity, where a screenline is an
imaginary line along a geographical feature such as a road or municipal boundary. Examples of planning studies
that utilize screenlines include transportation master plans and development charge background studies. The
primary quality measure for level-of-service is volume to capacity ratio for a road link or screenline (series of
links).
1.2

Transit Level-of-Service

Transit services are typically provided by a municipality for areas within its jurisdiction to reflect the needs and
expectations of the community. As such, transit services may be defined by local requirements that distinguish
primary routes from secondary and lower service routes.
Operational Analysis measures provide for an assessment of the operational efficiency of particular routes and
corridors including: average travel speed, delays, dwell time, ridership and revenue.
Planning Analysis measures of transit level-of-service refer to the convenience of transit for passengers including
frequency by route, hours of service, and proximity of service, where:
•
Frequency (headway) refers to the scheduled time between transit vehicles.
•
Hours of Service is the span of hours that service is provided in a single day.
•
Proximity references the distance passengers must walk to/from a transit stop.
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1.3

Pedestrian Level-of-Service

Level-of-service measures for pedestrians consider factors that affect pedestrian experience, and thus the
perceived level-of-service, which include pedestrian comfort, convenience, safety, and security.
Operational Analysis of pedestrian level-of-service may be assessed as a function of space per pedestrian,
pedestrian flow, walking distance and pathway directness, as well as safety aspects such as the degree of
separation of pedestrians from vehicle traffic.
The concept of “Walkability” is increasingly used as an Operational Analysis measure of environmental factors
that significantly affected pedestrian comfort and convenience and may include the following:
•
Presence of a sidewalk.
•
Lateral separation from motor vehicle traffic.
•
Barriers and buffers between pedestrians and motor vehicle traffic.
•
Effects of motor vehicle traffic speed.
•
Driveway frequency and access volume.
Planning Analysis measures typically reflect (percentage) compliance with policies, such as: sidewalks are to be
situated on one or both sides of a particular road classification.
1.4

Cycling Level-of-Service

Similar to pedestrian level-of-service, the concept of cycling level of service also considers factors that affect
cyclist comfort, convenience and safety. Level-of-service measures for cyclists are not yet commonly used in
most jurisdictions.
Operational Analysis methods, such as the Bicycle Compatibility Index, present a methodology for assessing
bicycle level-of-service in terms of comfort for on-road cyclists based on operational parameters including:
vehicle volumes, vehicle speed, truck percentage, lane widths, presence of a bicycle lane, driveway frequency,
and presence of on-street parking.
Planning Analysis measures would include proximity to a cycling route (percentage of the municipality within a
designated minimum distance) and connectivity of facilities.
1.5

Application of Level-of-Service Standards

Impacts associated with poor levels-of-service are managed by the Town of Oakville and Region of Halton.
Growth in traffic is due to one of two factors: increases in longer-distance travel passing “through” a given
community or new “inflow” and “outflow” traffic produced within a community. If significant excess capacity is
available, then measures may not be required to accommodate growth. Where traffic growth is anticipated to push
conditions beyond acceptable levels, then mitigation measures are required to ensure that acceptable operation of
the transportation system is maintained.
It is the town’s objective to coordinate the timing of transportation solutions with the impacts of development so
that adequate levels-of-service continue. The concept of “concurrency” of impact and mitigation is implied. For
other aspects of environmental impact, such as noise impacts, water and sewer servicing, stormwater
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management, and water quality, mitigation is concurrent with development. Some progressive jurisdictions
explicitly reference the need for concurrency in development approvals.

2.

Current Town of Oakville Level-of-Service Standards

Currently, the Town of Oakville has explicit level-of-service standards for traffic planning and operations and for
transit. Pedestrian and cyclist levels-of-service are implicit in the roadway and park assets currently available to
the town’s residents and businesses.
2.1

Traffic Level-of-Service and Conditions in Oakville

The Town of Oakville has established level-of-service thresholds for operations and planning initiatives. These
methodologies and thresholds are similar to other jurisdictions within the Greater Toronto Area.
Operational Analysis level-of-service thresholds are identified for traffic impact studies (TIS). The policy
document that specifies these standards and was adopted by the Town of Oakville is the Region of Halton
Guidelines for the Preparation of Traffic Impact Studies (2001). This policy includes defining unacceptable
operational conditions for signalized intersections as v/c ratios greater than 0.85 for the intersection overall or for
a shared through / turning movement, or greater than 1.0 for an exclusive turning movement.
Planning Analysis level-of-service thresholds are identified in the 2007 Oakville Transportation Master Plan and
the 2008 Region of Halton Development Charges Background Study. Both studies analyze transportation capacity
and assess transportation infrastructure needs based primarily on road link and screenline v/c ratios using a
threshold of 0.90 and a level-of-service D or better.
2.2

Transit Level-of-Service

Oakville Transit level-of-service minimum thresholds articulated in the Transit Service Design Standards are
intended to guide Oakville Transit in determining appropriate service levels. Key aspects of the Oakville Transit
level-of-service currently under review include:
•
Frequency (Primary Corridor): minimum 10 minute in the peaks; 20 minute in the off-peak.
•
Frequency (Secondary Corridor): minimum 20 minute in the peaks; 40 minute in the off-peak.
•
Frequency (Local Service): minimum 20 minute in the peaks; 60 minute in the off-peak.
•
Proximity (Urbanized Area): minimum 90% of residents within 400 m of bus stop.
•
Proximity (Medium/High Density Area ): minimum 90% of residents within 300 m of bus stop.
The 2007 Oakville Transportation Master Plan identified long-term objectives for headways provided by all
transit services being delivered (various routes for local, intra-municipal, inter-municipal and inter-regional bus
services) to accommodate growth, higher demand and meet overall transportation system targets:
•
Primary Route: minimum 2-5 minutes.
•
Secondary Route: minimum 7-10 minutes.
•
Community Service: minimum 15-30 minutes.
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2.3

Combined Transportation System Level-of-Service

The combined transportation system level-of-service provided by the road network, transit system, and cycling
and pedestrian infrastructure are most clearly presented in operating conditions and service levels of the road
system. The roadway right-of-way supports all modes and carries the majority of Oakville travellers.
The town road system is comprised of rural and urban arterials and 117 signalized intersections. To estimate the
current operating conditions, and compliance with the level-of-service standards, a review was undertaken in the
2011 Town of Oakville Road System Report and the 2009 Level-of-Service Review Technical Memorandum.
Almost all of the signalized intersections under the jurisdiction of the Town of Oakville are currently operating
well, with an overall v/c ratio less than 0.85 and a level-of-service of D or better. Furthermore, the majority of the
intersections operating with a v/c ratio greater than 0.90, are currently being improved or have planned
improvements. The review suggests that conditions generally comply with current level-of-service standards.

3.

Growth Objectives and Sustainability

The best planning estimates for growth in the Town of Oakville to the year 2031 reflect a population of 246,400
(41% increase) and 91,000 jobs (41% increase). The application of current transportation level-of-service
standards and thresholds will influence the timing and magnitude of infrastructure required to accommodate the
growth identified in the Livable Oakville Plan. The level-of-service standard may also influence the manner in
which communities develop and the ability to meet the Livable Oakville Plan growth targets.
Alternative transportation level-of-service standards have been reviewed with regard to meeting the objectives of
the Livable Oakville Plan and addressing the Switching Gears problem and opportunity statement. The
transportation level-of-service policy should lead to sustainable communities and infrastructure. It should balance
the objectives of environmental sustainability, community / cultural sustainability and financial / economic
sustainability.
3.1

Environmental Sustainability

The Town of Oakville developed an environmental strategic plan that provides guidance to the town in its vision
to “protect and enhance the ecological environment, while maintaining a vibrant ecological and social base”.
Specific goals of the plan include:
•
Goal 1.3 Reduce air emissions and improve air quality.
•
Goal 2.1 Reduce the per capita dependence on fossil fuels.
•
Goal 3.1 Enhance the integration of public transit with development of other transportation services within
Oakville.
•
Goal 3.2 Increase bike infrastructure and walking path connectivity.
•
Goal 3.3 Promote and use travel demand management.
Transportation solutions that provide higher levels of transit service will encourage non-auto use and support
environmental sustainability policies. Similarly, transportation solutions that provide higher levels of pedestrian
and cycling service may encourage reduced auto use and contribute to the overall transportation level-of-service,
without auto emissions and related air quality impacts.
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If the Town of Oakville is successful in changing the travel culture from predominantly vehicle driver to more
sustainable modes (transit, walking, cycling), the town will move toward achieving all five of the environmental
goals noted above.
However, if changing the predominant travel culture to more sustainable modes requires more congested
conditions (resulting from relaxed vehicle level-of-service thresholds), some of the environmental goals may not
be achievable (e.g. if traffic congestion impacts on the efficiency of alternative modes or if traffic congestionrelated environmental impacts occur).
Level-of-service affects average vehicle speed and number of stops per vehicle. There is a direct interrelationship
between vehicle speed and air quality, where both very low speeds and very high speeds result in the highest level
of emissions. Congested traffic conditions directly increase fuel consumption and vehicle emissions. If the effects
of vehicle congestion on emissions outweigh the emission benefits of drivers shifting to alternative modes, then
Goal 1.3 (Reduce air emissions and improve air quality) will not be achieved.
Congested traffic conditions can also adversely affect transit operations. Transit priority may be required to limit
the effects of congestion on transit travel times and reliability, which are level-of-service measures that affect
transit attractiveness and ridership. In these instances, transit priority may be required in order to maintain transit
as a desirable mode. Transit priority options include:
•
Priority lanes (High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV), Reserve Bus Lanes (RBL) or Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)).
•
Bus queue-jump lanes.
•
Transit signal priority.
Objectives of the Environmental Strategic Plan related to natural heritage include:
• Goal 1: To sustain and enhance our natural resources
- Objective 1.1: To protect and enhance our biodiversity.
Action 1.1.5: Research and implement options for enhancing wildlife habitat.
Action 1.1.9: Increase public green space and waterfront land holdings where appropriate.
Action 1.1.10: Implement the North Oakville Natural Heritage System (NHS).
Action 1.2:
To develop controls and monitor water resources in Oakville.
- Objective 1.2: To protect and enhance our urban forest.
•

Goal 3: To establish and support an environmentally friendly transportation network
- Objective 4.2: To foster and sustain an environmentally sustainable urban form.
Action 4.2.2: Research and consider options for development of a “road ecology” strategy for the town.

These goals highlight the need to implement solutions intended to maintain transportation levels-of-service in a
manner that minimizes impacts to the natural heritage, including: the wildlife habitat, public green space,
designated Natural Heritage System, urban forestry and water resources.
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3.2

Economic and Financial Sustainability

The Town of Oakville vision speaks to “enhance the economic environment” and “enhance economic
prosperity” of the town. Accessibility of transportation affects the economic viability of Oakville. Transportation
levels of service can affect:
•
Costs of Goods: An excess of 60% of freight transport is by truck. Given that 5-20% of the cost of goods is
related to transportation cost, transportation opportunities have been a significant factor in business
relocation decisions.
•
User Costs: Costs of operating a vehicle (i.e. fuel, oil, tires etc.) vary with system conditions. Expenditures
on gasoline will increase under poor operating conditions and levels of service. A 20% reduction in speed
can result in increases in fuel consumption by up to 15%.
•
Travel Time Costs: The value of time, although difficult to rationalize, is often assumed for analysis
purposes as the average rate of pay. Poor level-of-service impact on the travel time costs and the
attractiveness of Oakville for residents and employees.
The level-of-service standard should maintain an efficient transportation system to maintain the town’s
competitiveness as a home for business.
The other aspect of economic and financial sustainability is the cost implications of new transportation
infrastructure and services. The cost of an improved transit fleet, bicycle and pedestrian facilities, and new roads,
will require cost recovery commensurate with the growth impacts. The remaining costs of maintenance and
operation, such as the operating costs of transit, must be fiscally manageable.
3.3

Community and Cultural Sustainability

A guiding principle of the Livable Oakville Plan is to ensure that Oakville develops into a complete community
that includes a transportation system that connects Oakville to the broader region and promotes the use of other
modes of travel including transit, cycling and walking while still accommodating the automobile. Maintaining
transportation level-of-service is key to these objectives and reflects a level of convenience for communities.
The Livable Oakville Plan policies explicitly identify the need to protect existing established communities. The
nature and character of communities include key lower-order streets and their role as destinations and places.
Transportation improvements intended to maintain transportation level-of-service should have regard for this role
of town streets.
Other cultural features, such as designated historical or archaeological sites are also important to the cultural
make-up of communities in the town. Transportation improvements intended to maintain transportation level-ofservice should have regard for these community features.

4.

Conclusions

Municipalities enact level-of-service standards as the basis of determining and justifying transportation
improvements and development charges. These standards are rational and are implemented consistently to ensure
that they can withstand scrutiny and challenges. The Town of Oakville applies standards consistent with
professional guidelines as well as those adopted by other jurisdictions in the Greater Toronto Area.
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The Town of Oakville has used the standard traffic mitigation methods of capacity improvements and
development staging based on a level-of-service of v/c ratio of 0.85 for overall and critical movements at
signalized intersections for operational planning.
If current traffic level-of-service standards were relaxed, then development in the growth areas could proceed at a
quicker rate. However, relaxing service standards would result in increased costs including: user costs, economic
costs, and environmental (vehicle emissions) impacts. A modest change in standards (to v/c ratio of 0.90) would
result in more modest impacts to user costs, economic costs and environmental impacts.
Transit-related improvements can help address transportation capacity needs, particularly in accessing planned
major transit corridors on Dundas Street and Trafalgar Road, and access to the GO stations. Improved transit
travel time and reliability can off-set the impacts of lower traffic levels of service such as vehicle emissions
through modal shift to transit and economic impacts through improved accessibility for commuters via transit.

5.

Recommendations for Level-of-Service Standards in Oakville

Based on the above review, the following policies are recommended for the Town of Oakville and for
consideration by Halton Region:
•
Traffic and transportation level-of-service will be assessed through site-by-site analysis using methodologies
and guidelines adopted by the Town of Oakville and Region of Halton. Transportation studies will be
required as part of the development process. In addition to identifying road and traffic control improvements
to address growth related impacts, these studies will explicitly identify transit service improvements and
travel demand management strategies for the specific development.
•
Transportation facilities continue to be assessed using the current vehicle level-of-service standards. For
short range transportation studies, these are 0.85 v/c ratio for overall intersection movements and critical
through/shared movements, 1.00 v/c ratio for exclusive turn movements, and for medium to long range
studies, 0.90 v/c ratio for links and screenlines.
•
Special consideration should be given to relaxing the vehicle level-of-service thresholds for the six identified
growth areas from 0.85 to 0.90 v/c ratio for the overall intersection movements at signalized intersections
provided that effective transit priority solutions are implemented at the time of development.
•
Transit priority in the form of priority lanes (High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV), Reserve Bus Lanes (RBL) or
Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)), bus queue-jump lanes or transit signal priority is considered for implementation
in intensification areas and along identified transportation corridors (i.e. Speers Road).
•
Establish transit level-of-service to meet or exceed the minimum standards as outlined in the Transit Service
Design Standards.
•
Establish pedestrian and cycling level-of-service standards for intensification areas and consider for all
future transportation impact studies in order to improve the competitiveness of pedestrian and transit relative
to the personal automobile.
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